®

Patterned Precast Concrete
Contrast + Texture = Dramatic Visual Effects
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Front Cover: Standard Pattern: Piksel, Forskerpark Cortex, Odense, Denmark
Pictured Below: Standard Pattern: Vertices nega, Leppäviita, Finland

®

Graphic Concrete® is a patented technology that enables
beautifully patterned concrete surfaces to be produced
simply and cost effectively.

Exposed aggregate + fair face = Graphic Concrete

make a concrete impression
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Possible Considerations for
use of Graphic Concrete®
Feature walls
Logos
Signage


Addresses

Pattern is designer’s own, and is a repeating pattern.
Les Mureaux Police Station, France
Photo © Sergio Grazia

Building Types

Standard Pattern: Ikat nega
Kuopion Majakka Housing, Kuopio, Finland
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Aesthetic Options – Low vs High Contrast
Graphic Concrete® is ideal for
Facades
Sandwich wall panels
Exterior Cladding

Low Contrast
Light Base + Similar Color Aggregate

=

Subtle Pattern Appearance

Pattern: Custom pattern for a hospital building in Espoo Hospital, Finland

High Contrast
Light Base + Dark Aggregate

=

Bold Visual Statement

Standard Pattern: Textilia nega at 200%
Research Center in Odense, Denmark
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Contrast

Widely different base and aggregate colors create a high contrast
visual aesthetic.

Similar base and aggregate colors creates a lower contrast visual.
The texture revealed by the exposure of the aggregate adds visual interest.

Texture
The exposure of the aggregate in
a pattern creates aesthetic visual
interest by introducing texture
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Traditional Concrete Mix
Coarse and fine aggregates
provide aesthetic uniqueness
that defines concrete

Color
Strength

Water

Durability
CoArse Aggregate
Cement

Innovating Precast for 50 years
Fine Aggregate

2 Manufacturing Facilities
5000+ Architectural Projects
1000+ Structural Projects

Regionally Sourced Ingredients
Fine aggregate and coarse aggregate are regionally sourced within 275 mile radius of our plants in
Springboro OH and Denver, PA. This regional sourcing gives our product a unique look and feel, as well
as helps us reduce transportation costs and emissions.
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Design Process

A standard pattern from over 100 available
options can be chosen
The pattern can repeat to the scale desired,
increasing or decreasing in size or scale
Create a unique design with the same pattern
Examples of a small-scale repeating pattern and a
custom option as noted on the side of the building
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Working with the Membrane to Create the Design
The pattern in this example is
shown in 10’-5” x 10’-5”
(or 3200x3200mm) sections

The membrane should cover the
whole slab/frame/panel/element.

If the panel is larger than the
membrane, two membranes can
be joined together.

Standard Pattern: Vertices nega, Leppäviita, Finland

Count the linear feet of façade per floor including
all openings.
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The Production Process

1

Create your own pattern or select from a
ready-made pattern (there are over 100
standard designs) from the GCCollection™

2

The pattern is printed onto
the membrane (produced on
large rolls) then shipped to the
precast producer

3

Concrete to your specifications is poured into
a frame (or mold) on top of the membrane

4
5

The membrane is removed from the surface of the precast
concrete panel the following day

The concrete surface that has not been set is power
washed, revealing the pattern

Images © Hahmo Design Oy
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The final product is a patterned concrete
element that can be delivered ready for
installation to the construction site

1

2

3

4
1. Secure shipment in sturdy tubes reduces
the risk of damage to the membrane
during transit.
2. The membrane is placed into the mold,
according to the design of the precast
concrete panel.
3. C
 oncrete is poured into the mold and onto
the membrane to create both the panel
and pattern.
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4. The membrane is removed after the piece
is un-molded.
5. The piece is washed with water to remove
the un-hardened concrete and to reveal
the pattern and texture of the design.
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Durability

Pattern: Grass nega (reverse) Residential Building Muotoilijankatu 6, Helsinki, Finland

There is a long list of Graphic Concrete projects dating back to the early 2000’s. For well over a decade,
installations have been exposed to extreme conditions and withstood ice, snow, harsh heat and sunshine.

Call us at 800.773.2278 to
Request a sample
Schedule a CEU presentation
Discuss visiting our plant to see how it’s made
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